ABSTRACT: UbiConsEye a "construction site automatic control system" as a more convenient and construction of the surrounding terrain and varied spatial object features and locations to investigate and measure the actual construction work on site is in progress the field situation, the desired time and field installation of terrain and facilities in place of the status information that can be configured in real time based on time-based ubiquitous system of management is to develop a construction site. Information on the status of the construction area is connected to a GPS location information with digital images and photos by sensor nodes that point, the analogy of temperature, humidity, and light intensity, wind direction and obtain the necessary information in real time by linking up by the transfer, if necessary smart mobile phone for this configuration to enable the joint is the real time unification of the vector via digital image mapping and raster via exactness evaluation is transformed to make it possible to trace the model of generated 3-dimensional downtown building with long distance for 3D tract model generation.
INTRODUCTION

Construction of the situation to know exactly which to
analyze the design to reflect the traditional paper maps and digital map Planar analysis relies on a precise topography of the analysis is very uncomfortable and a lot of making mistakes, so the current real-time information to get into space by modifying the 3-D terrain you can easily visualize and analyze images based on the ubiquitous mobile systems will be developed and applied to one. Every year thousands of construction projects underway throughout the country, which Surveying and design and construction stage of the development of this product in development is completed as planned, if the construction progress at the construction site often because you can see by identifying more precise and more concrete and realistic Reasonable progress of construction is expected to be able to reviews.
A simple three-dimensional imaging system based on smart mobile crime scene photos and GPS location information in an integrated manner can be used to develop additional systems and construction Climbing mobile space will contain video content based on the construction of a new ubiquitous use of the active site to the terminal management .In this paper, the evolving wireless communication technology capable of USN and graphicsbased programming can be applied to a microprocessor 
Procedure and DEM Generation and USN data collection
After preparation of images and data, which is suitable for the purpose of this study, we've got to find the precise First experimental construction site to collect images of the digital maps and photos, and able to match the basic geospatial field around the edited video of the three-dimensional space to create the database. Ubiquitous sensor network (USN) based on the construction site and surrounding area prior to a survey by the various space image data directly at the crime scene and the International Table, 
